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Nura isn't the average female, and when it comes to men, that was the least of her worries because her life
revolved around God, family, and her education. When one hate crime goes too far, she and her family are
torn apart, causing her mother to pick up and move Nura and her brother Ibn.

Nura moves to New Jersey and meets the infamous Kai, who is the brother of her best friend. Kai is the
prime example of the type of street cat that Nura's father always told her to stay clear from. Nothing about
him was humble, in fact, Kai was a straight killer, but there was something about him that attracted Nura like
a magnet. Despite everything she stood for, deep down, Nura knew that the heart wants what the heart wants,
and for Nura that was Kai.

Kai is a complete savage who gave up believing in God the day his mother didn't protect his sister from
harm, forcing him to take in his little sister Kamani and change their young lives that was full of struggles by
any means necessary. When one job goes a little too far Kai feels like he is being haunted by his demons, and
all he wants is to ease his conscience. Nura is the one person in his surroundings who seems to be at peace,
which causes her to become the drug that Kai needs to escape his horrible past.

Will Nura go against everything she believes in for a man, or is Nura that Diamond in the rough who could
tame a savage like Kai?
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Shirley Mcqueen says

A good read

Man Saja Jay did it again with another great read. I enjoyed reading this from beginning to end. I loved how
Kai proved his love to Nura by converting to Islam, they make a wonderful couple. I can't wait to read more
by this author

Nadia Adams says

Great story !!!!!!

I loved how Nura stuck to her beliefs and didn't let her feelings for Kai changed her. Nuff respect to Kai , he
didn't act on his feelings for her until he got himself together. I'm glad Mani wasn't hurt, only thing is now
she's pregnant and Ibn won't be around for it..I know you have their story in the works great job!!!!!!

Jeanida Luckie-Weatherall says

This book was filled with drama and action. This was my first read by Saja Jay and it won't be my last. Well
written with a steady flow with so many twist and turns. The characters were very well likable and
interesting. Since it's not a standalone, hope it's a PT. 2 to see what's next for Kam, Nuri, Mani and Ibn.

Abeni Gregory says

This was different from the norm but I loved every minute of it

I really liked Nura. She was classy yet held her own and didn't change her beliefs for anyone. Kai knew what
he had in her and changed himself for her which made him a better man. I feel like that ending might leave
room for a book on Ibn and Mani. The last few chapters were crazy. I couldn't stop reading this book.

Alesia Russell says

Loved Nura & Kai's love story!! Nura was more than she seemed!!
They bought out the best in each other. Interesting learning about the Muslim faith!!
Amber situation at home, explained her behavior, the scene where she met her fate was confusing!!
So disappointed in Cam, greed and envy is a bitch!! Duchess was a gold-digging, money hungry bobble head
that got what she deserved. The editing issues took a little away from the story.



Denetta Banks says

Well written story with a great flow. Drama filled with plenty of twist and turns. Great characters that are
interesting, likeable and loveable. Realistic issues that are dealt with heart and love. Enjoyed every page.

Gabrielle says

At first I didn't like the story. Then I went to sleep and woke up and knew why. Story a little close to home.
Nura is a beautiful sole. Kai looked at a woman who he saw as his wife and wanted to change his life.
Cam...No words, Duchess...trifling, Amber...wow, would love a story about Ibn and Kamani ( after prison).

Tanya Webber says

Wonderful

Falling in love can change a person. Sometimes for better sometimes for worse. This work of art showed you
both. Kia was changed by the love he had for Nura but she was also changed by the love she had for him.
They are the perfect couple and their story is told in a way that makes it seem so real.

Aleisha says

Great Read!!!

Great story!!! I love Nura and Kai. I like how they ended up together and she helped make him better. I
figured Nura had a little hood in her, loved how she bossed up.
I felt sorry for Amber for the way her dad did her, but at the end it said she was enjoying it. I like Ibn and
Mani together. Duchess and Cam were dead wrong and got what they deserved. Great Read!!!!

BookPlugMegz says

Not her best.

I liked this storyline. This was not one of her best books. I had to give three stars and I really hate the I have
to. Too many inconsistencies and unanswered questions.

Sharon says



OMG! I loved this story. Nura gave me life, no matter how she was raised and what she believed she did not
allow disrespect. However she made sure to stand by her family, friends and her new Boo.

❤?❤?Dawn❤?❤? says

So Good

What I love the most about this book, it's straight to the point and the issues are not dragged for too long. It
was exciting, it has action, drama and so much more. The love story between Kai & Nura was the most
romantic I've read.

LITerary Queen Latanya Burress says

Wow just wow!!

Well this book right here just was so amazing it was so good from the first page to the last page. I'm truly
enjoying reading this author work

LITerary Plug&#x1f49c;QueenIvy says

Bomb read

This book was pure fire ? I loved the concept of the story, nura was one strong young lady I must say! The
way she stood strong for her believe was so amazing, moni made me fall in love with him for how he
honored Zara, Kaiser and ibn is something else also.

LITeraryQueenNika says

Nura and Kai

Saja u did this book justice boo. Nura was so sweet and innocent I loved that and wen she met Kai it was
love at first site. Mannnn Duchess was something else she deserved what she got tithe end Cam did too. I
was glad that Mani and Ibn fine each other. I wonder what happened to Zoe tho and did Amber really get
killed or was she still alive confused but still loved the book.


